Single-satellite global positioning system
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The earth global positioning systems are based on numerous set of geodetic space probes that send special signals to receiver on the earth surface. These systems need simultaneous earth-based precision astrometrical observations of every satellite spatial position, and even so the accuracy of instant positioning is only few meters. As for the moon as well for the Mars, there is no global positioning system of this kind and it seems that it never will be build. On the other hand, we need to determine instant coordinates of points of interest on the lunar surface and coordinates of space probes near the moon or landing to target point. To get it, the Russian mission “Luna-25” will deliver to the moon light beacons that will become referent points for precision selenodetic coordinate frame. The brightness of these light beacons will be enough for observation by any on-board TV-camera from near-moon orbit and by earth-based telescopes. In the case of from-orbit observations the angular position of the beacon relative to referent stars will be measured with support of onboard orientation system. Row of such angular measurements will provide us to calculate selenodetic coordinate (latitude) of the light beacon and instant coordinates of lunar satellite with accuracy about few meters by geodetic equalization methods. The “Luna-25” will be landed near lunar pole, so its beacon will be very good for latitudes measurements, but not suitable for longitudes. This problem will be solved by “Luna-26” mission, which will be a satellite on low polar lunar orbit. It will be supplied with laser projector to illuminate existing on lunar surface retro-reflectors and observe them as point-like sources. As existing retro-reflectors are not far from lunar equator, they will be good for longitudes determination.
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